High-Flyer Evening Sale and Fayre Oaks Dinner

Sale commences at 6:30pm
Dinner will be served towards the end of the Sale

Book your seat online at brightwells.com, or for a booking form call Catryn Bigley on 01568 619777
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I am delighted to introduce this year's High-Flyer Sale Catalogue. Many thanks go to all the vendors who have supported us and we hope that you will appreciate the ponies that they have graciously allowed us to offer on their behalf.

We believe that we have a great catalogue of ponies and trust that prospective buyers will find something for all tastes and requirements. Many are ponies with potential and we are very excited about their futures. The High-Flyer, as well as the main catalogue, brings forward some of the finest ponies to be offered by auction in the Welsh Pony and Cob Stud Book.

Dinner will be served ringside during the evening commencing with drinks, with dining towards the end of the Sale. Some tables are still available and, should you wish to reserve your place to be part of what we hope will be an amazing atmosphere, please contact the office for booking forms. Please note that this year table numbers are restricted so please book early to avoid disappointment. The Evening Sale will commence at 6:30pm approximately.

Only those who have reserved them will be allowed access to the ringside tables and entrance will be by ticket only. The Fayre Oaks party will as usual take place a little time after the Sale on the ground floor in and around the Sales Arena.

We hope that, again this year, we have chosen some great ponies and apologise to those vendors whose animals have not been selected this time. However we are delighted to say that all those not selected will still be offered over the weekend.

Catryn Bigley
Head of the Welsh Pony Dept.
Brightwells Limited
Lot 1001

Mrs M. Lupton

Print, Plate And Journal


Lot 1002

Mrs D. Dunbar

Oil Painting On Canvas Of Coed Coch Madog And Shem Jones

50cms x 60cms Framed Oil Painting on Canvas of Coed Coch Madog and Shem Jones. This is an original artwork by Debbie Dunbar SEA. This painting was produced for one of the popular ‘Welsh Legends’ Print Series by the artist and is offered in the Sale by the artist, 50% of the proceeds of the sale of the painting is to be donated to The WPCS Young Peoples’ Group.
Mrs K. A. Jones (Frongoch)

FRONGOCH BARCLAY 101819

Grey Colt b. 2016 Sec. A

Sire: MOORCOCK WINDFALL 73502 by GLEINIANT SNAFFLES 42875
Dam: 151789 Frongoch Betsan by FRONGOCH CARDI 54044
     out of 131360 Frongoch Briallen by REVEL JACK 33057

This top class yearling colt has already proven himself in the show ring when lightly shown, winning the 2016 Royal Welsh Show colt foal class and Supreme Foal Severn Valley WPCA Show. Shown once as a yearling, he was Reserve Champion at Clwyd Youngstock WPCS Show 2017. With his breeding (see allbreedpedigree.com) he is by Champion medal winning stallion Moorcock Windfall by Gleiniant Snaffles, out of Frongoch Betsan. Only for sale as I only keep a few ponies. I have his dam, full sister and half-sister so I cannot use him. His dam Betsan has won five WPCS medals and several Supreme Championships and is a daughter of Frongoch Cardi, himself a Royal Welsh Show Champion and HOYS Cuddy finalist. Barclay will no doubt be an asset to any stud wishing to pursue show ring success and he will later make a valuable stud stallion. He has a lovely temperament and is an easy colt to handle. Do not miss this opportunity to purchase a grandson of the legendary Frongoch Cardi. Vet’s health certificate available.
Champion Flydon Peru is a top-class pony. He has been winning filly/gelding classes all season in hand including winning the Overall Gelding Championship at the Royal Welsh Show, and is now ready to leave his breeders for a top ridden career. Peru’s dam is a Champion and a three-time Royal Welsh Show winner. His paternal brother, Derec Dda, is already winning under saddle. This pony is a dream, everybody loves him here, but he has packed his bags and is ready to leave on life’s adventure. No marmalade sandwiches!
Mrs C. Wilcock

W.P-B.R. LITTLEBYROM LIMITED EDITION 12051

Bay Gelding b. 2010 13hh approx Sec. WPBR

Sire: W.P-B.R. HENLEYDOWN FINALE 9307
by W.P-B.R. DEANHILLS ROYAL PORTRAIT 6002
Dam: 96696 Downland Sailaway by DOWNLAND KRUGERRAND 20908
out of 87566 Downland Sunbird by DOWNLAND CHEVALIER 3951

Beautiful seven-year-old show hunter pony/ Welsh Part Bred gelding. He qualified for the Royal International Horse Show 2017 first time out and stood 10th in a really strong class of 35. Completely genuine pony just totally outgrown. A real kid's rosette machine. Excellent in every way and schooled to perfection. Completely straight, no lumps, bumps and vices.
Lot 304

Miss M. E. Gardiner

**LACY MAC 98802**

Bay/ Roan Gelding b. 2014 under 12hh approx Sec. E(A)

**Sire:** LACY PISHYN 64773 by BLACKHILL PICALO 34102  
**Dam:** 130541 Brynrodyn Minnie by CWMHENDY BUSTER 50728  
out of 64707 Wian Meg by WIAN SIONYN 17482

If you are looking for a top-class lead rein, then look no further. Mac is a flashy three-year-old gelding with a lovely front, great movement and good bone. Superbly bred, excellent temperament and very easy to handle in all ways. A perfect child’s pony. Successfully shown since a foal, has gained many Gelding Championships this season including Millcroft Gelding Champion at Glanusk Stallion Show. A very attractive pony with good conformation. One not to be missed, he will not disappoint.
Ms A. Edwards

159112 COYCHURCH PEAR DROP
Chestnut Roan Mare b. 2010 Sec. A

Sire: WERNDERRIS CARAMEL 62507 by LITTLESTONES RED FOX 42557
Dam: 120668 Putwell Peach by SARDIS DEL BOY 39362
       out of 100350 Putwell Portia by REVEL JIRO 15995

Consistently shown under saddle mountain and moorland lead rein, one season first ridden, three-year-old and novice jockeys. Many wins, two Supreme Championships and Championships. Supreme novice ridden as a four-year-old beating 100 horses and ponies. 2016 Usk Mini Champion, last five of Supreme of Show standing still in line between two large hunters for an hour. 10th HOYS qualifier at Monmouth, always having a very high performance mark. Exceptional temperament in buzzy show rings. Ridden around the farm enjoying galloping with others and loves the beach. Well known for her achievements in her mountain and moorland lead rein class.
Mr & Mrs P. K. J. Brightwell

COSFORD FLOTATION 102328

Palomino/ Cream (Dark) Colt b. 2016 Sec. A

Sire:  CASCOB KITE SPRITE 62487 by CASCOB RED KITE 56213
Dam:  134567 Lacy Floss by GREDINGTON CALON-LAN 27554
       out of 113312 Norbank Florentine by TALIARIS GRANITE 20321

This colt combines good flat bone, fabulous movement, presence, size and colour. Flotation is a full brother to our multi Champion Cosford Floella, one of the country’s top winning fillies over the last three years. Her achievements include Welsh Section A Youngstock Champion at this year’s Royal Welsh Show. This colt has been shown three times having won twice at medal shows and was in the ribbons at the Royal Welsh Show 2017. A high flyer for the future for in hand or as a top flight ridden pony.
Mr C. I. Morse

GREIGIAU SPRING MON 94680

Chestnut Stallion b. 2012 Sec. B

Sire: HILIN GOYA 75517 by GLANSEVIN GRAFFITI 57243
Dam: 142457 Moelgarnedd Dela by EYARTH TAYMA 50454
out of 92916 Moelgarnedd Madonna by BROOKHOUSE CHUCKLER 28028

W.P.C.S Stallion Licence No 12965
Mon has the very best bloodlines possible to produce quality foals. We have had two crops by him and they are very promising, well up to height. He has not been shown by us as the stud has not been showing lately. He is up to county show level. He has the very best of temperaments and runs out with his mares. He should do well under saddle though he has not been broken. Up to height.
Mrs V. S. Williams

ARAD HERO 88283

Chestnut Stallion b. 2010 Sec. A

Sire: WIAN LLANC 42109 by SKELLORN RHYTHM 13802
Dam: 110585 Arad Charisma by BELAN BOY OH BOY 20662
out of 69956 Penycwm Louise by VECTIS PANACHE 13580

W.P.C.S Stallion Licence No 19516

This is an unique opportunity to purchase a top class stallion with a beautiful head and eye, who has not yet reached his full potential. He has already been shown at county level and gained a WPCS bronze medal. He is a true gentleman and runs out with his mares and foals. I am sure he can be the Hero you are holding out for!
Mr J. Williams

**W.P-B.R. LLANWARNE MR CHIPS 13590**

Bay Gelding b. 2014 Sec. WPBR

**Sire:** LYNMARIE ROYAL NINJA 78937 by LYNMARIE ROLO 60969
**Dam:** W.P-B.R. 17958 Towyvalley Caberet by MATCHMAKER OF TOWYVALLEY (N.P.S.)
  out of 100517 Towyvalley Pirouette by CAROLINAS RED CARDINAL 22777

Chips is a quality pony. Thought to make a top-class HOYS 13hh show hunter pony. Also, registered with the NPS. He has won many Championships this season including two at the NPS Summer Championships. He is ready to further his career under saddle. He has superb movement and plenty of presence. Mr Chips is able to be viewed prior to sale via the Auctioneers.
Mrs S. Bull

149182 BRYNRODYN GLESNI

Grey Mare b. 2007 Sec. A

Sire: TAFARNAUBACH SION 33301 by PENUAL MARK 18382
Dam: 129606 Crumpwell Bluebella by CRUMPWELL LEWIS 54848
       out of 78624 Crumpwell Bluebell by SKELLORN DAYLIGHT 21768

An outstanding quality mare. Her breeding needs no introduction. Only shown very lightly this summer to gain some experience where she was Reserve Champion YMWPCA Bronze Medal Show and 2nd in very good company at Gwynedd Silver Medal Show. We have decided to let her go as we are breeding very little at the moment and sticking to breeding from our home bred mares.
Mr M. C. Johnston

CARRWOOD ZEUS 86882

Grey Stallion b. 2010 Sec. B

Sire: CARRWOOD BRONZEWING 65541 by MOELVIEW CHARMER BOY 48926
Dam: 108256 Isley Walton Athena by ROTHERWOOD ARISTOTLE 39380
out of 78103 Colbeach Madonna by DOWNLAND MANDARIN 8172

W.P.C.S Stallion Licence No 12223
An exciting HOYS prospect, with an abundance of bone, combining quality with substance. Recently backed at Jennie Lorristan Clarke’s Catherston Stud and brought on carefully in anticipation of a top flight ridden career. He has recently won his first ridden class. This lovely stallion has an exceptionally kind temperament, is full of presence and is a good straight, flowing mover. He covers in hand or runs with his mares and foals. He is a paternal sibling to Carrwood Shimmering Gold, Carrwood Pegasus, Carrwood Forget-me-not and maternal brother to Carrwood Xanthus, successful ridden ponies.
Mrs E. R. French

170326 FORLAN MARY ELLEN

Bay Mare b. 2013 Sec. A

Sire: FORLAN MASTERMIND 59460 by LLWYNAN FLASH 29948
Dam: 129699 Forlan My Honey by EPPYNT SUPERSTAR 45914
       out of 70304 Forlan Welsh Melody by REVEL TORC 10385

Mary Ellen was shown as a one and a three-year-old and Youngstock Champion at Newark & Notts. A consistent prize winner. Now four years old she could in the right ownership make a successful ridden pony. If for breeding her pedigree goes back over forty-nine years to my foundation mare Fayre Waterfall. Mary Ellen has brothers Forlan Moonwalker in Australia and Forlan Moondancer in Bermuda and successful siblings under saddle in the U.K. She has been a pleasure to own.
Mr & Mrs J. C. James

SIANWOOD GOOD FRIDAY 102562
Dun Colt b. 2016 Sec. B

Sire: WAXWING PENNY-WHISTLE 90580 by EYARTH BEAU GESTE 50453
Dam: 126993 Sianwood Bayleaf by SIANWOOD GOLDRUSH 32895
      out of [Abercrychan Antonia No.18168-FS2] by PENNWOOD EL-DORADO 19483

A beautifully bred colt by the Supreme Champion palomino stallion Waxwing Penny-whistle, and out of the dual Royal Welsh Show winning mare Sianwood Bayleaf. He has a lovely welsh head and eye and has been lightly shown this season with great success. He has a very kind temperament and is a good straight mover. Potential top class stallion/ridden prospect. Only for sale as too closely related to our mares.
Mr S. Anderson

168172 THISTLEDOWN PIPPA

Chestnut Mare b. 2012 Sec. B

Sire: THISTLEDOWN PAWNEE 74066 by CWRTYCADNO CYMRO 45319
Dam: 112555 Paddock Plush by PADDOCK GEMINI 21199
       out of 66618 Paddock Princess Charming by DOWNLAND CHEVALIER 3951

Pippa is one of these very hard to find 12hh show hunter ponies who will go on, and off the lead rein. Broken by Sharn Linney she has been brought on slowly and is now ready to hit the big stage. She oozes quality and should be one of the stars of the Sale, like Thistledown Arctic Monkey and Thistledown Eye of the Tiger before her.
Ms C. M. Pearse

172765 UPHILL DUN & DUSTED

Dun Filly b. 2014 Sec. A

**Sire:** CRUMPWELL FOX WILD 63795 by TAFARNAUBACH SION 33301

**Dam:** 137871 Uphill Blue Saphire by BRYNTYWOD LICKY NIC 43501

out of 118152 Trefaes Silver Saphire by TREFAES GUARDSMAN 37933

This is a rare opportunity to purchase a filly by the late Crumpwell Fox Wild, paternal three quarter sister to Olympia Supreme Champion Uphill James Fox and very closely related to many other successful ridden HOYS ponies. Lightly but very successfully shown in hand 2nd Royal Welsh Show 2015. We feel now she is ready to excel under saddle. Extravagant action and a calm nature, an eye-catching colour and with her breeding she would be an asset to any stud. ‘Dusty’ is easy to handle with no vices. Small and very inconspicuous scar on her near hind leg.
W.P-B.R. HYKOS APOLLO 10922 (as stallion)

Skewbald Gelding b. 2009 140.8cms JMB Sec. WPBR

Sire: ACADO by ACAMANI
Dam: 118995 Talachddu Jasmin by TWYCROSS CAVALIER 18113
      out of 82210 Talachddu Celebration by ROTHERWOOD STATE OCCASION 21073

Being able to traverse the top-level show ring and the sports pony field with ease and success, makes this pony as comfortable when he is competing at the Royal International as he is when competing BRC Junior ODE teams. This year we have begun to combine those talents in the working hunter pony ring with very exciting results, and continuing on this trajectory we fully expect him to contest Royal International and HOYS qualifiers next season. Add to this a truly exceptional gentleman, who is absolutely 100% in every sincere way and a dream to produce and you know he is not the one to miss.
Mr S. Anderson

167199 THISTLEDOWN SPANISH SERENADE
Grey Mare b. 2012 Sec. A

**Sire:** THISTLEDOWN VALDERAMA 61658 by WAXWING HALCYON 31198

**Dam:** 126509 Thistledown Queen Of Spain by BLACKHILL PICALO 34102
out of 72166 Crossways Queen Bee by CROSSWAYS DESERT PRINCE 17394

This mare is steeped in true lead rein pedigree. Her sire is a half-brother to the twice HOYS Champion Thistledown Van-Der-Vaart and her dam is by Blackhill Picalo, the top sire of ridden ponies over the last few years at HOYS. Last year’s offering in the High-Flyer went on to win the Royal International, we think this one might just do the same.
Cosford Partnership

173334 COSFORD WISHFUL THOUGHTS

Palomino Filly b. 2014 Sec. A

Sire: THISTLEDOWN VIERRA 70176 by WAXWING VICTORY 29708
Dam: 148213 Cosford Wishing Well by COSFORD MELIC 39055
      out of 114693 Cosford Widows Wish by BLACKHILL PICALO 34102

An exciting opportunity to acquire a gorgeous bronze medal winning filly. She has an
exquisite head, exceptional movement and is destined to be another Cosford Champion
lead rein or show broodmare. Shown lightly gaining two Championships, one Reserve
Supreme and on her final outing Overall Supreme Welsh Champion at Equifest 2017.
Wishful Thoughts’ dam is a half-sister to the top winning young stallion Cosford Wishes
Vision. Her sire was 4th in the 2016 in hand sire ratings.
Lot 319

Mrs A. Aungier

**W.P-B.R. FIELDEN REAL MCCOY 13834 (as stallion)**

Piebald Gelding b. 2013 12hh approx Sec. WPBR

Sire:  W.P-B.R. NINFIELD EUREKA 12756 by W.P-B.R. VEAN COCKALORUM 1186  
Dam:  1W.P-B.R. 22711 Oakwood Talilisa by FIRLE RUNNING BEAR  
       out of Perryditch Cinderella by W.P-B.R. SANDBOURNE ROYAL ENSIGN 3012

This boy is undoubtedly HOYS potential. He has been lightly backed, sat on by small children and ridden on the lead rein with no problems. He has incredible scope over a fence and loose schooled over the spookiest fence with no hesitation, we therefore believe he will make a superb working hunter pony. He is a straight flashy moving pony with superb conformation and an incredible front. At his only show with us he won the CHAPS non-native in hand and took in hand CHAPS Champion at the Hickstead Derby Meeting 2017. His best is yet to come.
Mr S. Anderson

**THISTLEDDOWN DIRE STRAIT 78449**

Grey Stallion b. 2007 Sec. B

**Sire:** PADDOCK SAHARA 54540 by PADDOCK RIVERDANCE 46473  
**Dam:** 113572 Paddock Pleasure by SIANWOOD GOLDRUSH 32895  
out of 85858 Paddock Penwn by PADDOCK GEMINI 21199

**WPCS Stallion Licence No. pending**

Dire Strait has been shown for the first time this year winning a bronze and silver medal along with several Championships at county level. He is a real Welsh Pony, steeped in the best of Paddock blood. He is also broken to ride although he has not been ridden in the last year. Breeding or performance this pony will do the job.
Miss L. Wren

153717 CASCOB MORNING SURPRIZE

Chestnut Mare b. 2008 Sec. A

Sire: CASCOB RED KITE 56213 by BETWS DAFYDD 21767
Dam: 90960 Cascob Daylight by FARAWAY DAZZLING LIGHT 23355
       out of 61885 Cascob Nightlight by CASCOB NIGHTSPRITE 17490

Offered to the market, an outstanding highly regarded show mare bred by the Cascob Stud. A wonderful tempered pony, easy in every aspect and comes to call. She has had a highly successful show career in the limited amount of outings she has had with us; only shown twice this year and winning a large barren mare classes at our local silver medal shows. ‘Cassie’ produced a foal in 2015. With her fabulous pedigree, she will be an asset to any stud looking to invest in breeding themselves good ponies of the future.
Lot 322

Mrs A. Thornhill

THISTLEDOWN THE DUTCHMAN 94529

Grey Gelding b. 2012 11.2hh approx Sec. E(A)

Sire: THISTLEDOWN VALDERAMA 61658 by WAXWING HALCYON 31198
Dam: 144858 Thistledown Paradise by BLACKHILL PICALO 34102
out of 118891 Thistledown Xenon by PENUAL MARK 18382

Proven top class mountain and moorland lead rein. Successfully shown as a four-year-old winning at Equifest and placed in Royal International Horse Show qualifiers. Unfortunately, he is very prematurely outgrown and the picture has gone. He was Champion Open Lead Rein at Eastern Welsh Show and 2nd in only Royal International Horse Show qualifier contended. Extremely eye-catching colour and movement, with a temperament to match. Definite HOYS/ Royal International Horse Show pony for next season.
Mrs A. M. Davies

163003 DUKESHILL PROMISE ME
Bay Mare b. 2011 Sec. A

Sire: NANTDYWYLL PENAIG 72186 by NANTDYWYLL BARCUD AP BARGEN 34549
Dam: 114147 Dukeshill Passadina by DUKESHILL MAGNUM 40426
out of 78145 Bengad Plum by REVEL CELLO 4647

Potential top class HOYS, cradle stakes, working hunter pony, lead rein, first ridden. With the best of breeding Promise is a versatile forward thinking genuine honest pony. She has been professionally produced and brought on carefully in her current home. She has attended all Pony Club rallies, camp, hunter trials, dressage, show jumping - bold and brave throughout, always in the ribbons taking Championships and wins regularly. Correct conformation, mannerly and sensible, unspoilt, vice and blemish free. Good to do in all ways, Promise looks after her jockey at all times and is safe alone and in company. She has taken my daughter from lead rein to first pony in all disciplines. Fit and ready to go.
Dinner will be served towards the end of the Evening Sale; prior to that a drinks service will be available.

**Tickets £35 per head**

### 2017 Menu

**Saturday 14\(^{th}\) October**

**STARTER**
Smoked salmon mousse with a beetroot gravlax served on a bed of mixed leaves with a balsamic sauce

ooOoo

**MAIN COURSE**
Chicken breast served with mascarpone cheese wrapped with parma ham and a light port sauce, baby new minted potatoes petit pois and chantenay carrots

ooOoo

**DESSERT**
Homemade apple pie and pouring cream

ooOoo

**TO FINISH**
Cheese platter and coffee

**VEGETARIAN OPTION**
Melon & spicy apricot nut roast topped with goats cheese

---

**Final Bookings Monday 2nd October (subject to space)**
Book your seat online at brightwells.com, or for a booking form call Catryn Bigley on 01568 619777

Brightwells Auctioneers, Horse and Pony Dept., Easters Court, Leominster, Herefordshire, HR6 0DE.
F 01568 619710

---

**We would like to thank you**
for your support in ensuring the 2017 Fayre Oaks Sale is a success and look forward to seeing you again tomorrow